
On (3) of the W rose pieces, sew piece C to the top right and 
piece P on the top left along the marked line. Trim and press. 

On (3) of the U rose pieces, sew piece C to the top right, as 
shown. Trim and press.

On (3) of the V rose pieces, sew piece C to the top left, as 
shown. Trim and press.

On (3) of the S rose pieces, sew piece T to the right, as 
shown. Press towards piece T.

On (12) of the R leaf pieces, sew piece C to the top left 
and bottom right corners, as shown. Trim and press.

On the wrong side of fabric, mark along the diagonal of C 
background pieces and P leaf pieces.

On (3) of the R leaf pieces, sew piece Q to the left of the R 
leaf piece, with the leaf pointing up and right.

Sew U rose subunit to the top of S rose subunit, as shown. Press 
towards S.

Sew V rose subunit to the left of the S rose subunit, 
and press towards V. Then sew W rose subunit to 
the bottom of S, and press towards W.
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On stem leaf pieces, sew piece background piece I to 
the left of the Q piece, and press towards Q. Sew 
background H piece to the right, and press towards H. 

On (3) R leaf pieces, sew background piece I on the 
right, with leaf pieces pointing up and right. Press 
towards I. 

Sew small leaf subunit to the left of the rose subunit, 
and press towards the rose.

Sew background piece F to the top of the rose 
subunit. Press towards F. Then sew background piece 
E to the left of the rose subunit. Press towards E.

Sew large leaf subunit to the bottom of the rose unit. 
Press seam open.

TO MAKE RIGHT-FACING ROSETTE:

TO MAKE LEFT-FACING ROSETTE: Repeat prior steps, making a 
mirror image of R-facing rosette (R=L, L=R)

4-PATCH BLOCK

For 4-patch blocks, sew back-
ground piece A to piece DD, and 
press towards DD. Nest seams, 
and sew subunits together into a 
4-patch block. 

Sew right-facing rosette to the left 
of a 4-patch block, and a left-fac-
ing rosette to the right of a 
4-patch block. Press towards 
4-patch blocks. Sew subunits 
together in a larger, rosette 
4-patch block and press towards 
left-facing rosette.


